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Introduction 

When we see data on the Web, currently, we do 
not know where it came from and how it got there. 
This information and its source (provenance) is 
typically lost in the process of copying, or 
transcribing, or transforming databases. Provenance 
is essential to data integrity, currency and reliability.  

Research in data provenance 

For provenance and its applications, we can 
focus on different motivating domains: 

1. Scientific Domains: - Scientists deal with greater 
heterogeneity in data and metadata- Trust, 
quality, and copyright of data are significant when 
using third-party data- E-Science - Business 
Domains 

2. Virtual organizations:  workflows, warehouse 
environments, where lineage information is used 
to trace the data in the warehouse view back to 
the source from which it was generated.  

3. Governmental Domains: In Brazil, within the 
social inclusion policies this is a very important 
issue. E.g. Voting system, taxing system .  

4. Data Quality: use of lineage to estimate data 
quality and data reliability based on the source 
data and transformations 

5. Audit Trail: trace the audit trail of data, determine 
resource usage and errors in data generation. - 
Replication Recipes: allow repetition of data 
derivation, help maintain its currency and re-do 
replication 

6. Attribution: the pedigree can establish the 
copyright and ownership of data, help to 
determine liability in case of erroneous data.  

7. Informational: use of lineage to query metadata 
for data discovery.  

Some examples of the applications in the 
different domains are such as collecting and 
modelling provenance from heterogeneous 
applications and data sources, integrating distributed 
and incomplete provenance information to compose 
complete provenance models and the effective 
management and querying of distributed, semantic 
provenance repositories for different applications. 

There are a number of recommended actions 
within the scope of research cooperation projects are 
standardization of provenance models, services, and 
representations, provenance management 
architectures and techniques, analytic provenance 
and the relationship between provenance and 
visualization, provenance and the semantic web, 
human interpretation of provenance security and 

privacy implications of provenance, provenance and 
social media and provenance implications for trust. 

Within the BIC workshop in June 2012, there was 
a suggestion to foster concrete cooperation around a 
specific application domain such as Scientific, 
Business, Government and multidisciplinary 
approaches to include the concept of trust, privacy 
and security in future coordinated calls.  
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